
Components

Motor, Valve, Compressor, Timer, Dispenser of Detergent, Hydraulic Unit, Heating Element

Test rigs are automatic and they can be designed as fixed 
station, as rotating table with multiple stations or even 
integrated in a robotic isle.
The equipment can also perform the assembly of the product and can 
eventually be equipped with artificial vision system.
Implemented tests can be customized and allow data processing and 
storing.

MOTOR

No-frost, universal and brushless, timer motor, gate motor.
_ Dielectric strength and insulation
_ Short circuit 
_ Starting
_ Absorbed power
_ Speed and direction
_ Vibration
_ Push/pull load or brake load
_ Residual and resistive torque check 
_ Life tests
_ Temperatures of motor under test
_ Windings resistance

DETERGENT DISTRIBUTOR 

_ Air leak test
_ Variable voltage motor power supply
_ Dielectric strength 
_ Test for motor R+C filter presence 
_ Test for timing cam switch 
_ Test for motor winding resistance 
_ Test for water cleanless sensor 
_ Test for timing cam false switch 
_ Good/reject traceable database

FIELDS OF APPLICATION

Rotating table for universal or brush-less 
motor testing

Robotic island for detergent distributors 
assembling and testing

REFRIGER ATION CIRCUIT

Dryer, hot water producer, heating and conditioning appliances, 
geothermal pump, cooling appliance, cold storage, condensing 
unit.

_ Determination of refrigeration circuit performance
_ Automatic determination of the ideal refrigerant charge 
_ Determination of energy label – energy efficiency class 

B OILER FLOW SWITCH

_ Dimensional controls
_ Check of part presence correct positioning, functions and sealing. 
_ Float correct positioning 
_ Functionality and leak tests
_ Separation of good/reject (subdivision according to the defect)

REFRIGER ATOR THERMOSTAT

_ Acceptance test for quality control
_ Test of the set points of the thermostat with a settable temperature 
 gradient (min. 1°/Min)
_ Test of the possible occurrence of bounces in the contacts

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC FAN

_ Power absorbed
_ Low voltage wiring
_ Check on 0-99% duty cycle regulation
_ Check on single supply breakdown due to overloading
_ High temperature run-in check
_ Number of revolutions  and direction of rotation
_ Resistant and residual torque
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Heating pumps testing equipment

Rotating table with 8 work-stations for flow 
switch testing

Refrigerator thermostats testing equipment

Automotive electric-fans testing equipment



TIMER

Washing machine timer, dishwasher timer, timer motor.
_ Motor supply
_ Test for timing cam switch
_ Heating resistance and motor resistance tests
_ Check for motor hook presence with optic/mechanic sensor
_ Check for shell correct closing with position potentiometer
_ Re-synchronization and shipping positioning
_ Optical inspection for motor connectors correct positioning
_ Leakage test on seal at 0.3 bar
_ Check on unipotential connections continuity 
_ Dielectric strength 
_ Main cam commutations 
_ Inverter cam commutations and synchronization with main cam 
_ Push-pull 
_ Marking of passed piece or label printing and application

VALVE 

Solenoid valve, gas valve, water valve, thermostatic valve,  
bulb thermostat.

_ Supply and measurement of current to the modulating coil 
_ Gas supply pressure control 
_ Measuring and gauging minimum and maximum nozzle pressure 
_ Measuring of nozzle output flow rate
_ Leak test
_ Statistical water test
_ Gas mixture filling

DIE-CAST PART S

Dimensional tests are performed using a high resolution vision 
system with telecentric optics.

_ Outer diameter measurements at different heights and angles
_ Correlation control between measured diameters (roundness, 
 parallelism, deviation) 
_ Other measures on the shape of the piece

PUMP FOR HOME B OILER WITH OIL BURNERS

 
_ Tightness test with double threshold set-time
_ Calibration self-test using a master leak

PRESSURIZED C ONTEINER

Heat exchangers.
_ Leakage test with Nitrogen and Hydrogen mixture
_ Flow cycles and loading of nitrogen or other non-corrosive gases

HYDR AULIC UNIT OF B OILER

_ Head gasket presence + various o-ring presence 
_ Separation bulkhead leakage 
_ External overall leakage 
_ 3 way actuator functionality while moving (time reduction for 
 simultaneous testing) 
_ Pressure switch/sensor functionality while leakage tests running (time 
 reduction for simultaneous testing) 
_ Hall sensor functionality: flowmeter + flow switch 
_ Presence test and correct orientation test on the non-return valve 
_ Pump test and automatic charging valve test 
_ Vibrations test with accelerometer by FFT analysis
_ Life tests

REFRIGER ATION C OMPRESSOR

End of the line tests:
_ Test on open compressors 
_ Running in 
_ Test on closed compressors 
_ Vibrations test
Laboratory and R&D solutions:
_ Calorimeter and flowmeter
_ Life test in overload conditions
_ External components functional tests 
_ External components life tests 
_ Locked rotor tests

HEATING ELEMENT TEST

_ Electrical safety tests (also under water)
_ Thermal distribution control

Timer test equipment with artificial vision 
system

Test on Pumps for oil-fired boilers

Test on heat exchangers

Life test on hydraulic unit

Heating elements testing equipment

Calorimeter

Dimensional test on die-cast parts
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Gas charging system for capillary provided 
devices


